
Kirk Weisler

With over eighteen years of executive coaching, speaking, research, and
professional experience, Kirk Weisler’s perspective is simple and unpretentious
and his suggestions are applicable and undiluted. Kirk understands that your work
life is more than a commute and a paycheck. You will spend most of your
conscious week at work, thinking about work, or driving to work. Therefore Kirk
believes in seeing your work life as your life’s work (outside of your home and
family). With that in mind, how can you make your life’s work more meaningful,
fulfilling, and rewarding?
IT Professionals have awarded Kirk with “The Speaker of Highest Merit Award” and
organizations tweet him as the “People Whisperer” for his exceptional way of
connecting with people individually and collectively wherever he goes. Kirk is
known for his ability to share personal life stories, converse with his audience, and
offer coaching that builds trust and inspires action.
Kirk is currently the Chief Morale Officer for companies and organizations around
the globe. He offers coaching, keynote addresses, and workshops for companies of
all services and sizes. Kirk is a past leader of the National Speakers Association, a
master team builder, and a professional storyteller. He has been a part of 7 start
ups, 4 of which were widely successful. One of these startups created over 1,000
jobs for aspiring IT professionals.One hundred percent of Kirk’s consulting and
speaking engagements have come from word-of-mouth-referrals from delighted
clients and customers. In 2014 Kirk was invited to give over 50 presentations on
leadership in other countries, visiting every continent. He continues to work with
the best and brightest teams from dude ranches to medical institutions such as
MAYO and John ...

Testimonials
"Kirk is passionate about everything he does from his duties as a father to his

love for getting people excited about life. If you have a need to get your
employees motivated and fired up then Kirk is your man. His witty and engaging
personality can only leave you wanting to hear more of what he has to say. You
would be hard pressed to find a better motivator or speaker for you next event."

- SHAREPOINT ENTERPRISE ADMINISTRATOR AT FEDERAL RESERVE BANK.

"Kirk is one of the most charming, engaging, humorous, fun presenters that I
have known. His creativity in working with a group is unmatched. If you ever
have the chance to work with or hire him you will be enchanted by his insights
and captivated by his wisdom."

- PHD MBA ORGANIZATIONAL ANALYST.
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